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Motivation and use-cases

The semantic heterogeneity problem
The difficulty of establishing
a certain level of connectivity
between people, software
agents or IT systems
[Uschold & Gruninger, 2004]
at the purpose of enabling
each of the parties to
appropriately understand the
exchanged
information
[Pollock, 2002]
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Use-cases
SEARCH:

automobile

SEMANTIC SEARCH

NLP

1957 Ferrari 625 TRC Spider
This two-of-a-kind classic Ferrari is lauded by
historians as one of the prettiest Ferraris ever
built. The 1957 Ferrari 625 TRC Spider is an
absolutely stunning automobile, one as dashing in
the garage as it is at 120 mph.

The banks of the river Nile
Back in the Saddle: Presenting our Porsche
911 (997) Carrera S Cabriolet
There’s a reason the Porsche 911 is one of the
most popular sports cars ever, and after a few
minutes behind the wheel of one you’ll understand
why.

SEMANTIC MATCHING
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bank: sloping land
(especially
the
slope beside a body
of water)

river: a large natural
stream of water
(larger than a creek)

Nile: a major northflowing river in
northeastern Africa

DATA INTEGRATION
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Solutions to interoperability

Early solutions
Physical connectivity relies on the
presence of a stable communication
channel between the parties, for instance
ODBC data gateways and software
adapters.

Syntactic connectivity is established by
instituting a common vocabulary of terms
to be used by the parties or by point-topoint bridges that translate messages
written in one vocabulary in messages in
the other vocabulary.
This rigidity and lack of explicit meaning
causes very high maintenance costs
(up to 95% of the overall ownership costs)
as well as integration failure (up to
88% of the projects) [Pollock, 2002]
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The semantic interoperability solution
The solution in three points:
Semantic mediation: the usage of an
ontology, providing a shared vocabulary of
terms with explicit meaning.
Semantic mapping: using the ontology, the
establishment of a mapping constituted by a set
of correspondences between semantically
similar data elements independently
maintained by the parties.
Context sensitivity: the mapping has
contextual validity, i.e. it has to be used by
taking into account the conditions and the
purposes for which it was generated.
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Ontologies
 An ontology is an explicit specification of a

shared conceptualization [Gruber, 1993]
 Ontologies are often thought of as
directed graphs whose nodes represent
concepts and whose edges represent
relations between concepts
 By providing a common formal
terminology and understanding of a given
domain of interest, it allows for
automation (logical inference), supports
reuse and favor interoperability across
applications and people.
 They differ according to the purpose and
the semantics

Animal

Is-a

Part-of
Bird

Mammal

Is-a

Head

Is-a

Chicken

Predator

Body

Is-a
Herbivore

Is-a

Is-a

Eats

Is-a
Cat
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Part-of

Is-a

Eats
Tiger

Eats

Goat
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Kinds of ontologies
 Informal representations
 User classification
 Web directories
 Business catalogs

 Progressive formal
 Enumerative (e.g. DDC)
 Knowledge Organization

systems
 Faceted Classification
systems
 Formal ontologies
 Expressed into a formal logic

[Uschold and Gruninger, 2004]
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language and represented
using formal specifications,
such as, OWL)
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Linguistic resources

WordNet (1985)
stream

watercourse

A natural body of running water
flowing on or under the earth

hyponym

word sense

synset

relation

A large natural stream of water
(larger than a creek)

river

12

MultiWordNet (2002)
stream

watercourse

A natural body of running water
flowing on or under the earth

Mapping via
synset IDs

-

corso d’acqua
Strengths
• Mapping with 6 languages
• Lexical GAPs can be defined

Weaknesses
• Only a partial coverage
• A few glosses available
• Biased towards English

13

Problems with WordNet-like resources

Nodes in similar position do not share same ontological properties

Glosses exhibit space and time bias

Some concepts are too similar in meaning

Some concepts are actually individuals
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Knowledge resources

Example of content
Germany

Ulm
part-of

CITY

Albert Einstein

March, 14 1879

date of birth

COUNTRY

Mileva Maric
spouse

SCIENTIST

PERSON

ETH Zurich

UNIVERSITY
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CYC ontology (1984)
Triples such as:
#$isa
#$BillClinton
#$UnitedStatesPresident
#$capitalCity
#$France
#$Paris

•
•
•
•

A general-purpose common sense knowledge base
Hand-crafted
It contains around 2.2 million assertions and more than 250,000 terms
Content into three levels from broader and abstract knowledge (the upper ontology) and widely used
knowledge (the middle ontology) to domain specific knowledge (the lower ontology).
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SUMO ontology (2001)
Suggested Upper Merged Ontology
•
•
•
•

A general-purpose common sense knowledge base
Hand-crafted
It contains around 1,000 terms and 4,000 definitional
statements
Its extension, called MILO (Mid-Level Ontology),
covers individual domains
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DBPedia (2007)
Wikipedia

•
•

It is automatically built by extracting semi-structured content from Wikipedia
Text is not semantically analyzed
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YAGO ontology (2008)
physicist

word

a scientist trained in physics

class

instance-of

Max Planck

•
•
•
•
•

instance

Concepts are taken from noun synsets of
WordNet
Instances and their properties are
automatically extracted from Wikipedia
The linking of concepts with instances is
done via NLP techniques
Accuracy is claimed to be ~95%
It is available in triple (RDF) format
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Freebase (2010)

•
•

Semi-automatically built
It contains data harvested from several sources such as Wikipedia, NNDB, FMD and
MusicBrainz, as well as individually contributed data from its users.
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Linked Data Cloud (since 2007)
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Our approach

The entity-centric view of the world
location
event
organization
person

…

Entities are not all the same; they have different metadata according to the
type of entity
Vincenzo Maltese
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The UKC and Entitypedia (since 2010)
NATURAL LANGUAGE
EN
stream

NATURAL LANGUAGE
IT

FORMAL LANGUAGE

corso d’acqua

watercourse

A natural body of running water
flowing on or under the earth

Uno specchio d’acqua che scorre
sulla tera o al di sotto di essa

#123
is-a

A large natural stream of water
(larger than a creek)

Un grande corso d’acqua di
origine naturale (piu’ grande di
un ruscello)

#456

river
Mississippi River

fiume

GROUND KNOWLEDGE
•
•
•

Manually built via collaborative development [Tawfik et al., 2014], bootstrapped from WordNet,
MultiWordNet, GeoNames
Split natural language, formal language and ground knowledge [Giunchiglia et al., 2012b]
Domain knowledge is created following the DERA methodology [Giunchiglia et al., 2012a] and principles
[Giunchiglia et al., 2009] with distinction between entities, classes, relations, attributes and values
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Entitypedia compared with existing knowledge bases
KB

#entities

#facts

Domains

Distinction
classes and
instances

250K

2.2 M

Yes

No

No

Yes

47k

306k

Yes

No

No

Yes

SUMO

1k

4k

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

MILO

21k

74k

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DBPedia

3.5 M

500 M

No

No

No

No

YAGO

2.5 M

20 M

No

No

No

No

Freebase

22 M

?

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Entitypedia

10 M

80 M

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CYC
OpenCYC

Distinction Manual
NL/FL
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Methodologies for content generation

WHY DO WE NEED A METHODOLOGY?
BECAUSE SMALL DIFFERENCES MATTER…

Humans and chimps share a surprising 98.8 percent of their DNA.

How to build ontologies which are of the highest quality possible?
Vincenzo Maltese
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Domains
 Any area of knowledge or field of study

that we are interested in or that we are
communicating about that deals with
specific kinds of entities:
 Domains are the main means by which the

diversity of the world is captured, in
terms of language, knowledge and
personal experience.
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Primitive notions
 Entity: a (digital) description of any real world physical or

abstract object so important to be denoted with a proper name. A
single person, a place or an organization are all examples of
entities.
 Entity Class: any set of objects with common characteristics.
 Relation: any object property used to connect two entities.

Typical examples of relations include part-of, friend-of and
affiliated-to.
 Attribute: any data property of an entity. Each attribute has a

name and one or more values taken from a range of possible
values.
Vincenzo Maltese
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DERA facets


DERA provides the language required
to describe entities of a certain entity
type in a given domain (D)



Language comprises entity classes
(E), relations (R) and attributes (A),
names and values.





Concepts and semantic relations
between them form hierarchies of
homogeneous nature called facets,
each of them codifying a different
aspect of the domain.
Each facet is a descriptive ontology
[Giunchiglia et al., 2014]
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ENTITY CLASS
Location
Landform
(is-a) Natural elevation
(is-a) Continental elevation
(is-a) Mountain
(is-a) Hill
(is-a) Oceanic elevation
(is-a) Seamount
(is-a) Submarine hill
(is-a) Natural depression
(is-a)Continental depression
(is-a) Valley
(is-a) Trough
(is-a) Oceanic depression
(is-a) Oceanic valley
(is-a) Oceanic trough
Body of water
(is-a) Flowing body of water
(is-a) Stream, Watercourse
(is-a) River
(is-a) Brook
(is-a) Still body of water
(is-a) Lake
(is-a) Pond

RELATION
Direction
(is-a) East
(is-a) North
(is-a) South
(is-a) West
Relative level
(is-a) Above
(is-a) Below
Containment
(is-a) part-of

ATTRIBUTE
Name
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude
Area
Population
Depth
(value-of) deep
(value-of) shallow
Length
(value-of) long
(value-of) short
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Analysis of the term “school”
Term: School
Source

Definition

Genus

Differentia

WordNet

an educational institution

institution

educational

Oxford dictionary

an institution for educating children

institution

for educating children

Merriam-Webster

an institution for the teaching of children

institution

for the teaching of children

Wikipedia

an institution designed for the teaching of institution

for the teaching of students

students (or "pupils") under the direction
of teachers

The term school is in general highly polysemous. Among others, school may denote a building. In the
context of educational organizations, as from above, it seems there is quite an agreement about the
fact that it indicates a kind of educational institution, but in some cases (such as fore WordNet) the
meaning is left very generic. We coined the following definition: “an educational institution designed for
the teaching of students under the direction of teachers”.
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Synthesis of educational organizations
Educational Institution (an institution dedicated to education)
Preschool (an educational institution for children too young for primary school)
School (an educational institution designed for the teaching of students under the direction of teachers)
Primary school (a school for children where they receive the first stage of basic education)
Secondary school (a school for students intermediate between primary school and tertiary school)
Tertiary school (a school where programmes are largely theory based and designed to provide sufficient qualification for
entry to advanced research programmes or professions with high skill requirements and leading to a degree)
Training school (a tertiary school providing theoretical and practical training on a specific topic or leading to
certain degree)
Vocational school (a tertiary school where students are given education and training which prepares for direct
entry, without further training, into specific occupation)
Technical school (a tertiary school where students learn about technical skills required for a certain job)
Graduate school (a tertiary school in a university or independent offering study leading to degrees beyond the
bachelor's degree)
College (an educational institution or a constituent part of a university or independent institution, providing higher education or
specialized professional training)
University (an educational institution of higher education and research which grants academic degrees in a variety of subjects
and provides both undergraduate education and postgraduate education)
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Thank you!
Questions?

